Homework Reflection- What am I telling myself?
STANDARDS
Process: Use time constructively
Process: Draw conclusions from given data
Process: Reflect on work done

TASK
Reflect on your practice problems using the reflection sheet. First, record the goal of the assignment.
Then, check your problems for accuracy. Finally, sincerely reflect on your work by providing complete
and specific responses to the remaining questions on the reflection page.

RUBRIC
Criteria
Recorded goal

2
-----------------------------

Completed items on
checklist

-----------------------------

Completed scale with
explanation

-----------------------------

Completed statement of
accomplishment

-----------------------------

Completed statement of
area in need of work

-----------------------------

Completed statement of
action

Constructively used
time

Clearly stated one
specific and realistic
thing you can do to get
better
Self directed- had
assignment out,
corrected problems in a
timely manner, and
stayed focused on own
reflection

1
Clearly stated goal of
assignment
Accurately checked off
only the criteria
completed
Marked scale and gave
a clear reason for the
marking
Clearly stated
something specific you
were proud of
Clearly stated a specific
thing you are working
on
Stated one thing you
can do but needs to be
more clear, specific,
and/or realistic
Needed a reminder
about having
assignment out,
correcting problems in a
timely manner, and
staying focused on own
reflection

0
Did not clearly state
goal of assignment
Did not accurately
check off criteria
completed
Did not mark scale and
did not give a clear
reason for the marking
Did not clearly state
what you were proud of
Did not clearly state a
specific thing you are
working on
Did not clearly stated
one specific and
realistic thing you can
do
Needed more than one
reminder about having
assignment out,
correcting problems in a
timely manner, and
staying focused on own
reflection

Total _________/9

Name __________________________________
6th Grade Math

Homework Reflection

The goal of the assignment was to practice ______________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Grade your practice problems and then complete the rest of this page.
The following are the expectations for your practice problems. Check off each expectation
you have met for this assignment.
_____ All assigned problems are attempted according to the directions, or difficulties are
explained using STUCK (Stuck on/ Thought about/ Unclear/ Come back/ Know)
_____ Calculations, work, and steps are clearly shown for all applicable problems
_____ All problems are reviewed for correctness. Problems are clearly marked as being
right or wrong. Score is recorded on the top of the page.
_____ Paper(s) is neat and professional (no tears, crumples, etc.). Paper has proper
heading (name, page, problem numbers) in right hand corner
On a scale of 1-5 rank how you would feel if you were asked to solve these types of
problems next week. Then explain your ranking.
l
1

Doubtful about
my ability to get
them correct

l
2

l
3

l
4

l
5

Confident about
my ability to get
them correct

I feel this way because _______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Something I am proud of that I did for this assignment is ___________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
One specific thing I am still working on is __________________________________________________
One specific thing I can do to get better is to _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

